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A reversal is afoot!
We are discovering that our relationship to nature is damaging
our health and wellbeing. The trend to exclude nature from our
surroundings, to tame it to our will, is reversing. We are
rediscovering how important it is to live in harmony with nature.
At its core, Yagoona is about nature. About how to work with
nature to craft it into our gardens, onto our patios, parks and
playgrounds. Create places where wild animals, native plants, and
insects are invited, not fenced off, excluded. Banished.
A space, your space, where you and nature come together
Reorienting yourself back toward a natural path is vital for your
harmonious and healthy existence.
We at Yagoona are passionate about creating objects for beautiful
natural gardens. Gardens that invite you to join with the natural
world around you, with objects that bring all the comforts and
conveniences you need.

The Yagoona Grill product book was produced entirely by Yagoona Switzerland. All images and
texts are copy right owned by Yagoona Switzerland. Reproductions intended for commercial
use, in print or electronically, only permitted with explicit permission from Yagoona Switzerland.
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Ringgrill
The trend of “Ring” grilling is catching
everyone's imagination. The idea of social
cooking around an open ﬁre is bringing us
back from the complex and featuring packed
gas grills that are everywhere. With the Ringgrill,
people are rediscovering the simplicity of grilling.
The Yagoona Ringgrill is arguably the genesis design
for grilling rings. Designed and released in 2010 and
sold only within Switzerland for the ﬁrst years, its
reputation spread fast, till today it is one of the most
beloved wood ﬁre grills on the market.
The Yagoona Ringgrill is still the only one to have reﬁned
the split ring design, correcting for the most glaring drawback of the classic grilling rings:
plate warp, and poor air circulation.
A perfectly ﬂat grilling surface is what we
expect from a good grill design. Our split ring
design prevents the torsion from the way heat
builds up in the ring. This warps simple, one
piece rings. The elegant and simple solution
also incorporates an air gap all around the ring
to promote healthy air ﬂow to the ﬁre.
Other features such as integration with the Barramundi BBQ and the Universal Grill
storage solution from Yagoona which neatly stores all your grills when not in use, are
thrown in for good measure. Exactly what you would expect from careful design, and 10
years of experience.
All parts carry a manufacturer lifetime warranty*
These article numbers are for the Ringgrill sold alone without a ﬁrepit. For whole grills with ﬁrepits see the Grill sets page.
If planning to use the Yagoona Ringgrill on your existing Firepit, please contact your dealer to ensure you will have a good ﬁt.

Ringgrill 80 (Round)

Article number

suitable for Yagoona 80 ﬁrepits

~28kg

Ringgrill 80 (Square)

Article number

suitable for Yagoona 80 ﬁrepits

~28kg

Ringgrill 100 (Square)

Article number

suitable for Yagoona 100 ﬁrepits

~45kg

Ringgrill 100 (Round)

Article number

suitable for Yagoona 100 ﬁrepits

~45kg

1208

grill only

1209

grill only

1212

grill only

1213

grill only

*when used logically and according to manufacturer's recommendations
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Your friends are all here, and they're hungry!
No better way to make them
happy than fire up the Yagoona

Barramundi BBQ
Designed to be the Honey Badger of grills.
Incredibly tough, simple and fully featured.
Made from solid steel, with nothing ﬂimsy or
cheap about it.
The Barramundi BBQ comes completely apart
for convenience and versatility. With a myriad of
accessories and extensions, this is truly the do it all
survival grill.
Not needing a ﬁre pit at all to use, this grill is at home
in the outdoor kitchen of a master chef, as it is in a
survivalist setting. The ideal “cabin in the woods” grill.
Some of the cool and unique qualities of this one of a kind grill:
The Yagoona Barramundi BBQ comes completely apart and requires absolutely no
clips or screws to assemble.
The grill and plancha cook plates are removable and reversible.
Not just for grilling, the Barramundi BBQ is strong
and capable enough to support large pots of food
to be prepared over an open ﬁre.
Wok stir fry and deep fry made easy and safe
with the Wok accessory. (#1602)
Though ideal for use with the Yagoona ﬁrepits,
the Barramundi BBQ is just as happy cooking
over a hole in the ground as well.
Lifetime guarantee on all parts*
The Yagoona Barramundi BBQ encourages you to
become an expert in cooking with ﬁre. Wood
selection and some basic skills with open ﬁre
reward the “back to basics” chef with amazing heat
control and versatility in such a compact and easy
to use grill.
So for a grill that will outlive you and all your can throw at it, the Barramundi BBQ
from Yagoona grill is the one for you.
These article numbers are for the Barramundi BBQ sold alone without a ﬁrepit. For whole grills with ﬁrepits see the Grill sets page.
If planning to use the Yagoona Ringgrill on your existing Firepit, please contact your dealer to ensure you will have a good ﬁt.

1002

Barramundi 80+

Article number

suitable for ﬁrepits of at least 80cm diameter

~15kg with 55cm dia cooking surface

Barramundi 65

Article number

suitable only for Yagoona 65cm diameter ﬁrepits.

1003

grill only

grill only

~15kg with 55cm dia cooking surface

*when used logically and according to manufacturer's recommendations
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True grilling starts and ends with

wood fire

Grill Sets
The Yagoona Urban Grills line is designed to be modular. Bases, pits, grills and accessories can be mixed and
matched in many different ways. We have listed below the most popular sets, but far from all combinations. If you
want a special conﬁguration, ask your dealer, we are sure we can create the perfect grill for you.

This set combines the best of compact wood
ﬁre grilling. In this set you get the L Yabbi
80cm ﬁrepit, The original iconic Yagoona ﬁrepit
ideal for any small garden, outdoor sitting area,
or even as a safe camping ﬁrepit. Together
with the Barramundi BBQ 80+, or the Ringgrill
80.
All the parts can literally ﬁt into the bowl itself
for easy stowage or transport. This setup will
serve you well as either a great outdoor wood
ﬁre cooking station, or as the ideal adventure
camping solution.
#1513 is available in 2 versions: #1513R (Ringgrill with round hole), #1513S (Ringgrill with Square hole. Be sure to nominate which one
you would like when you order.

Ideal for the ultimate social grilling experience
for smaller or larger groups. Here we have our
Goanna M and L ﬁre pits decked out with
their corresponding Ringgrills. Both of these
grills are beloved by the private griller who
entertains a lot.
Super easy to use, this grill entices everyone
to get in on the cooking action themselves
making for that unique social cooking event
that no other type of grill can achieve.
Designed to sit around and laze the hours away with your friends and family, these Grills are the perfect
compromise between a decorative ﬁrepit and a fully featured Ringgrill.
Extend any of these with the Barramundi BBQ and become the envy of every wood ﬁre grilling fan.
#1515 and #1516 are both available in 2 Ringgrill versions: #1515R, #1516R (Ringgrill with round hole), #1515S, #1516S (Ringgrill with
Square hole. Be sure to nominate which one you would like when you order.

Ringgrills put the entire cooking process on
show. This brings the Gastro showmen out to
wow their patrons with sights and action on
top of the taste adventure.
It’s not only restaurateurs that are getting into
it, Caterers and Party organisers have also
discovered the magic of the Ringgrill. If this is
where your interests lie, then the Goanna HB,
with either a 80 of 100cm together with their
respective Ringgrills are for you.
Available in 80cm and 100cm diameter versions, these grills can cater to a surprisingly large number of people.
A unique feature which changes the game with the Ringgrill is its portability. No part of these grills cannot be
handled by the average man, meaning setup, and breakdown for events is very easy.
#1508 and #1509 are both available in 2 Ringgrill versions: #1508R, #1509R (Ringgrill with round hole), #1508S, #1509S (Ringgrill with
Square hole. Be sure to nominate which one you would like when you order.
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Fire pits
The range of ﬁrepits from Yagoona are a great way to add the alluring feature of open ﬁre in your garden. They are
also the basis of the overall grill sets available. All ﬁrepits are delivered as 2 parts. The pit and the base. The pit
simply rests on top of the base making it easy to move the pit wherever you want it. The pit can also be easily
adjusted on the base to make the edge perfectly level. This is important for use with the Ringgrill.

80cm ﬁrepits

Most people ﬁnd the 80cm ﬁrepit size as idea for the private garden. They are small enough not to overwhelm the
rest of your garden design, but still large enough to bring a nice and inviting ﬁre into your garden.
These ﬁrpits are compatible with the following grills: 1208, 1209, 1002

100cm ﬁrepits

The 100cm ﬁrepits are for the larger garden area. They are bold, big and beautiful and when combined with a
Ringgrill, can cater to dozens of people.
These ﬁrpits are compatible with the following grills: 1212, 1213, 1002
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A Clean Business
We care passionately about nature and the environment we live in. Wood ﬁre grilling may not strike you as a green
activity, but people love to grill, and people must eat, and when measured against the others fuels, wood ﬁre is, in
fact the best fuel for grills with respect to the environment. When looking at gas or charcoal which either travel a
long way andor require extensive preproduction before they can be used in your grill, there really is no cleaner
way to grill. We are assuming you will use locally sourced wood that is responsibly harvested, and naturally air
dried. To add to the green credentials, disposing of your ash in your garden or compost will contribute to the
organic quaility of the soil around you.
From the other side, we care deeply about the production process, and strive to make it as clean and efﬁcient as
possible. Yagoona, tries to the greatest extent possible to choose responsible manufacturing and logistics partners.
We prefer companies with strong environmental protections in place, and reﬁne our designs with them, not only
achieve our signature design style, and the highest quality and longevity possible, but to overlap this with the
cleanest production result for each Yagoona product.
These are challenging goals we have set for ourselves, so we place a high priority on always seeking out the best
partners for Yagoona. Ones that are proud to pursue the same goals as we do. If our philosophy resonates with
you, reach out to us and let us know. We would love to hear from you.

Accessories
The Yagoona range of grills and ﬁre pits come with a smart array of tools and accessories which make grilling
easier and safer. We strive to make these accessories as versatile and useful as possible while keeping with the
overall Yagoona tough no nonsense design approach.

General Accessories

Full tang, high quality,
stainless steel grill spatula
with a ﬂexible blade and
natural rosewood handle. Ideal
ﬂex for use with the Ringgrill
or the Barramundi BBQ. It is
also ideal for cleaning cook
plates.

This simple steel ash shovel
is designed speciﬁcally for
curved ﬁrepit forms. Its ﬂexible
blade is able to collect
virtually all residue from your
ﬁrepit. Its untreated steel
construction makes it ideal for
working with hot coals. Move
and transfer hot coals safely
and easily with this uniquely
designed and very durable
tool.

Barramundi BBQ Accessories

Safely and efﬁciently store all
your Yagoona grills away on
this simple yet versatile
storage solution. Fix the
backplate to any stable
surface and you are ready to
hang all the parts that make
up your Yagoona grill untill
your next grill party.

Used to create a second level
of heat control when using
pots, or dishes on Yagoona
grills. Place your pot onto this
Pot Trivet to quickly reduce
heat from hot cookplates.
Specially designed to
withstand high temperatures.

[compatible with #1002, #1003]

Barramundi Cookplate holder
This simple 2part frame
brings a possibility never
before seen in a wood ﬁre
grill. Bring a hot cookplate
loaded with your grilled
goodies directly to your dinner
table. Can also be used as a
place to store a hot plate
while changing the
conﬁguration of your
Barramundi BBQ.

Converts your Barramundi
BBQ into a safe and strong
wood ﬁred Wok cooker for
authentic Asian style cooking.
Get that authentic wok
cooking taste when you cook
over natural ﬂames. Also ideal
for safe deep frying. Ideal for
any dome bottomed pots
including Kazan pots.
Is supplied with a standard
35cm dome bottomed wok.

#100206  The ﬂat, plancha style cookplate for
the Barramundi BBQ. This plate can be removed
or reversed on the grill even while it is hot. Can
also be used as a mobile hotplate which can be
placed on your dinner table for interactive
cooking or just to keep your food warm longer.
(when used together with #1124)
#100207  The grill cookplate for the Barramundi
BBQ. This plate features the traditional grill
pattern allowing the natural ﬂames to impart their
unique ﬂavor and effect to your food.
This cookplate retains enough steel mass to tame
the heat ﬂuctuations from natural wood ﬁre,
improving your cooking results.
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The original way to achieve
that classic smoke flavour!
Buying and Ordering
Yagoona products are available worldwide. We are represented in various parts of the world by passionate and
dedicated distributors, and in other regions we have active resellers and afﬁliate dealer networks.
Because our networks are always changing, the most up to date information can be best found on our website.
Alternatively, you can reach out to us directly by email where we will do our best to link you with the most
appropriate sales channel where you will ﬁnd pricing and delivery information.
If you are a distributor, or a reseller, or even a grill aﬁcionado or an inﬂuencer in the grilling world looking for
supplemental income sources, then we are looking for you.
Visit our site and download the "Become a Yagoona Afﬁliate" booklet on our programs and learn more.
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Bring nature
back into your life.
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